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Chapter 3051: Really Can’t Leave (3) 

After another hour or so, the demon tribe had completely driven off. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi took the opportunity to join in the battle, killing many devils who were 

scattered from their teams. 

The majority of the devil army was just at devil soldiers rank and they won in numbers, so the rewards 

that both of them reaped were fairly decent. 

When they returned to the campsite, the atmosphere there was unexpectedly serene. 

The human soldiers seemed to be used to this kind of midnight sneak attack. 

All of them silently cleaned up the battlefield and returned to their tents to rest, leaving only those 

soldiers who were patrolling. 

Huang Yueli heaved a deep sigh when she saw that, “Looks like we really can’t leave this place!” 

From tonight’s battle, she finally understood that Xia Yunxi and they ran into great luck over the past 

few days! 

Now, if she wanted to leave this campsite and return to Blessed City safely, that was practically 

impossible. Unless… the demon tribe were thoroughly smashed! 

Early next morning, the two of them had an audience with the Divine Lieutenant who was in control of 

this campsite. They expressed their intention to stay and fight with the allied armies against the demon 

tribe. 

The middle-aged Divine Lieutenant seemed to have expected this earlier as he nodded and said, “Very 

good. Then from now on, you will be Team 3 and Team 4’s team leaders under Commander Hu. I hope 

the two of you can show… your true powers!” 

When he said the word “true”, his sharp gaze swept past the both of them. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi were rather shocked. 

This Divine Lieutenant’s foresight was rather accurate and he seemed to have seen through something… 

Commander Hu was the bearded man who brought them to meet the Divine Lieutenant yesterday. After 

he received the order, he personally came to bring them back. 

Huang Yueli secretly asked, “Commander Hu, what status does the Divine Lieutenant hold? He’s 

definitely an important figure within the army, right?” 

Commander Hu snorted, “You don’t even know who our Divine Commander is! Divine Lieutenant Li 

Yukun is already a Seven Star Divine Lieutenant! Moreover, he’s not holding the position just based on 

his individual battle power. He’s also proficient in directing battles and that’s why he was posted here to 

defend such a critical stronghold!” 

“Wow, he’s a Seven Star Divine Lieutenant! No wonder…” Xia Yunxi couldn’t help but gasp in surprise. 



One would need 100 thousand military merits to become a Divine Lieutenant and that was extremely 

difficult for young practitioners. However, for those practitioners who had been serving the army for 

many years, it wasn’t a difficult feat. 

But the disparity between Divine Lieutenants in terms of power or standard of directing battles was still 

very huge! 

100 thousand military merits and 99 thousand military merits were a world of difference. Even if it was a 

Divine Lieutenant, the allied armies would also dispatch them to different strongholds based on their 

actual military merits and differentiate them according to the stars ranking. 

Li Yukun was already a Seven Star Divine Lieutenant. That meant that he had already accumulated a 

total of seven hundred thousand military merits and above. 

Based on his strength in the Heart Profound Realm end-phase, it was obviously impossible to get so 

many military merits. That would only mean that his ability in terms of directing battles should be rather 

outstanding. 

Whereas what Huang Yueli paid attention to was another aspect. 

“Li Yukun… his surname is also Li. Is Divine Lieutenant from the Cloudy Qilin Clan?” 

Commander Hu nodded and said, “That’s right! Most of the important high-ranking military officers 

come from Cloudy Qilin Clan. It’s exactly because the Cloudy Qilin Clan has outstanding merits in fighting 

the demon tribe, so that’s why they hold such esteemed positions in God Realm! The highest military 

positions are helmed by Cloudy Qilin Clan and Veracious Wyvern Clan.” 
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“So it’s like this…” Huang Yueli said thoughtfully. 

Commander Hu suddenly stopped in his tracks and swept a glance at Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi. 

“To tell the truth, I really can’t understand what Divine Lieutenant has got in his mind. He actually let the 

two of you assume the position of team leader! Just one look and I can tell that both of you are 

freshmen on the battlefield. Although your abilities aren’t too bad, you don’t have much experience in 

fighting the demon tribe, so how can you direct a team on your own?” 

Huang Yueli frowned in displeasure when she heard that. She didn’t explain herself, but said instead, 

“Since Divine Lieutenant trusts us so much, we should give our greatest effort to not disappoint him!” 

She was well aware that there was no point in just talking about these things. The only way is to use her 

actions to prove herself! 

Xia Yunxi’s lips tugged slightly and she didn’t say too much as well. 

“Very good! I hope you guys really have that kind of ability like what you say! Otherwise, you won’t be 

able to hold on to your position of team leader for long!” 

Commander Hu brought them to a training ground and stopped. 

“Everyone, stop for a moment and gather!” Commander Hu clapped his hands. 



All the practitioners who were practicing on the training grounds gathered and bowed to commander 

Hu. Then they looked curiously at the two young men standing behind him. 

Commander Hu pointed to Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi and introduced, “These two practitioners arrived 

at our campsite yesterday and Divine Lieutenant personally assigned them as Team 3 and Team 4’s team 

leaders. From now on, you will be under their command. This is Team Leader Li Yuehuang and Team 

Leader Xi Yunxia! Please welcome them!” 

However, there was only a sparse amount of applause after Commander Hu’s introduction. 

All the practitioners looked at Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi as though they were sizing them up. Their eyes 

were filled with questioning, apparently not welcoming them at all. 

Commander Hu gave them a “good luck” gaze and left them there as he walked off alone. 

Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi brought their teams to one corner. 

Huang Yueli’s team was Team 3, and there were a total of 50 practitioners. All of them are humans. The 

number of ancient God Clan practitioners was very scarce, so when they join the army, they would 

instantly become Grade-One Team Leaders. So there were no god clan practitioners that Huang Yueli 

was allocated to. 

“From today onwards, I am your Team Leader! I hope you can coordinate with me properly. Rest 

assured, as long as you listen to my orders, you will gain large amounts of military merits. I will 

absolutely not let you be disadvantaged!” 

Huang Yueli knew that she had just arrived and it would be hard to convince the masses. Hence she put 

her words across bluntly. 

Alas, those human soldiers totally didn’t trust her ability. So after they heard her introduction, they 

remained indifferent and did not bother about what she said. 

Huang Yueli’s gaze turned cold but she didn’t immediately act up. Instead, she continued to say, “Next, 

introduce yourselves to me one by one. Report on your cultivation, military merits, your most proficient 

Profound Skill. If you have any other specialties, you can also talk about it!” 

The soldiers exchanged a glance, looking rather unwilling to comply. 

But they didn’t know why their heads started to dizzy after they met with her deep, cold eyes. 

Unknowingly, they complied with her order. 

“This Subordinate is from Empyrean Fox Continent, and I am 31 years old this year. My cultivation is in 

the ninth stage realm…” 
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“This Subordinate is from Ice Serpent Continent, and I am 27 years old this year. My cultivation is the 

eighth stage realm, and my military merits are…” 

“This Subordinate…” 



One after another, the soldiers stood up to report their names and did a basic introduction of 

themselves. 

As Huang Yueli listened to them silently, she started to compute in her mind. 

These human soldiers were basically around 30 years old and their cultivations ranged between the 

seventh to the ninth stage realm. 

This ability among the younger human practitioners was considered not bad. No wonder they were able 

to become vanguards and followed Li Yukun to go to the frontlines and stations in the campsite. 

Not long after, the majority of the soldiers were done with their self-introduction. 

At this moment, a tall and burly practitioner standing at the end of the team slowly walked over and 

said, “This Subordinate is Zheng Yichuan from the White Tiger Continent. I am 29 years old this year. My 

cultivation is Dream Profound Realm early-phase!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s brows rose in surprise. 

A 29 years old Dream Profound Realm early-phase practitioner was relatively not bad in God Realm. 

She didn’t expect a human to have such high innate talent within the soldiers. 

Before Huang Yueli had time to feel happy, she realized that Zheng Yichuan was staring at her 

arrogantly, as though he despised her as their Team Leader. 

Huang Yueli’s lips curled slightly and immediately understood what he was thinking about. 

This human practitioner had rather outstanding ability so he was rather unconvinced by this Team 

Leader who came out of nowhere. 

As expected, after Zheng Yichuan’s self-introduction, he didn’t return to the group. Instead, he 

immediately asked, “Team Leader, we are done with our self-introductions. Shouldn’t you introduce 

yourself as well?” 

Huang Yueli swept a cold glance at him. “Outrageous! When did I permit you to ask any questions? Since 

you’re done with your self-introduction, why aren’t you returning to the team? As a military officer, 

don’t you even know how to obey military orders?” 

Zheng Yichuan assumed that he had the highest ability among Team 3. Even the previous Team Leader 

would show him some respect. 

He didn’t expect Huang Yueli to not give him any face at all! 

Zheng Yichuan was told off by her and his expression instantly grew ugly. 

But Huang Yueli was his officer after all. He couldn’t openly retort her so he felt extremely aggrieved. 

However, Huang Yueli seemed as though she didn’t notice his expression at all and swept her glance 

around the others. 

Following that, she said, “Alright, I’ve roughly understood everyone’s situation. From no one, I am your 

Team Leader! We are one on the battlefield, so everyone must coordinate with me to display our 



greatest battle power. I don’t wish for anyone to defy the military orders! I’m putting my stand across 

first so if anyone drags our team down, don’t blame me for being merciless!” 

After she finished, she waved her hand and said, “Alright, continue with your training!” 

When Commander Hu led her and Xia Yunxi over, he told them that every team would be able to obtain 

a batch of resources every month, and it was time for them to collect it. 

The moment Huang Yueli left, Zheng Yichuan threw his long sword on the ground and snorted coldly. 

The other soldiers also swamped up with an indignant look. 

“Brother Zheng, where did that Team Captain Li pop out from?” 

Zheng Yichuan replied disapprovingly, “I heard that he came to our campsite yesterday, and he brought 

many devil stones along with him. Divine Lieutenant must have assumed that he is some incredible top 

expert. So that’s why he was assigned to be our Team Leader!” 
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“How could Divine Lieutenant do this? Brother Zheng obviously has the most amount of military merits 

in our team!” 

“Isn’t that so? Brother Zheng already has more than 3000 military merits. Moreover, his ability is so 

strong, so he should have been promoted to Team Leader long ago!” 

“If the person who came is a god clan practitioner, we can just let it go. But he’s also a human, so how 

could Li Yuehuang immediately become a Team Leader when he just joined us?” 

“It’s unfair, it’s just too unfair!” 

A number of the third team’s soldiers were on close terms with Zheng Yichuan. They also recognized his 

power very much, so all of them were crying out indignantly on his behalf. 

Zheng Yichuan felt even more upset when he heard them saying that. 

He believed that he was a rare talent among humans. He had only been enlisted in the campsite for no 

longer than five months and had already accumulated more than 3000 military merits. 

This time, due to the demise of Team 3’s Team Leader, he assumed that he would be chosen to fill in 

that position. However, another Team Leader just popped out from nowhere! 

Moreover, Li Yuehuang looked extremely ordinary. 

Especially from Zheng Yichuan’s point of view, he had already leveled his cultivation to Dream Profound 

Realm early-phase. If Huang Yueli’s cultivation was higher than his, she would definitely tell them. 

But now, Huang Yueli merely scolded him for “disobeying military orders”, as though she was 

intentionally trying to avoid this question. 

This proved that Team Leader Li was weaker than him! 



Zheng Yichuan looked at Huang Yueli’s departing figure and sneered disdainfully, “He’s just a good-for-

nothing. I wonder how much fawning did he do to gain Divine Lieutenant’s trust! But good-for-nothings 

will be good-for-nothings. I hope he will not wet his pants when the demon tribe attacks!” 

On the other hand, Huang Yueli didn’t think too much of this and directly went to the Supplies Station. 

She could tell that a lot of people in the team weren’t convinced by her, but she didn’t take it to heart at 

all. 

Only she knew how much ability she had. These humans weren’t enough to suppress her, so they would 

eventually be subdued by her. 

Huang Yueli took a look at the Supplies Station and felt a little disappointed. 

There was a great variety of Spirit Armaments here, but all of it was the most basic standardized Spirit 

Armaments. Moreover, the majority of them were just standard grade Spirit Armaments. 

She understood the situation at the campsite. With such high-intensity continuous battles, the Spirit 

Armaments would be damaged very easily. 

So the allied armies couldn’t possibly distribute very good quality Spirit Armaments to each ordinary 

soldier. If it was done in that way, the military expenditure would snowball to an astronomical figure 

that they could not absorb. 

Huang Yueli told the steward who was in charge of managing the supplies after she was done looking. 

“Our team will not be claiming any Spirit Armaments. Please change all the quota for Spirit Armaments 

into medicinal pills!” 

The steward couldn’t help but frown upon hearing that. 

“What? Are you certain? Spiritual medicine might be of great use on the battlefield, but you can’t do 

without any Spirit Armaments! If you don’t claim the Spirit Armaments for this month and if any team 

member’s Spirit Armaments are damaged during the battle, what are you will you use to replenish the 

weapon?” 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “I know what to do. Please do me this favor.” 

The steward frowned. Apparently, he was not willing to agree to it. 

But thinking that this was within Huang Yueli’s decision and control, the steward didn’t have any stand 

to object. So he could only do as she said, to exchange for a whole pile of Spiritual medicine. 

Huang Yueli returned to the training grounds and distributed the Spiritual medicine. After she instructed 

them to train properly, she returned to her tent. 

The quality of the Spirit Armaments at the Supplies Station was terrible and not easy to use. So she 

decided to refine her own batch of weapons instead. 
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Anyway, she was already very familiar with the refining method of these standardized Spirit Armaments. 

Moreover, she need not be too meticulous for batch refining, just raising the efficiency of the refining 

would do. 

For the next two days, Huang Yueli stayed in her tent and did not leave at all. 

Other than refining Spirit Armaments, she also borrowed the map of the battle zone from Commander 

Hu and studied it in detail. 

On the third day afternoon, the frontline sentry guards hurriedly rush back into the campsite. 

“Bad news! Divine Lieutenant, bad news! A large number of devils have gathered in front, and they 

seem to be prepared to attack our camp! All my comrades who went with me have all been killed. I’m 

the only… only one who managed to escape…” 

“What? The devils are here again?? Didn’t we just drive them away three days ago? The frequency of 

the demon tribe’s attacks seems to have increased!” Li Yukun’s brows were tightly knitted, as a bad 

premonition arose in his heart. 

Commander Hu also had a worried look on his face. “It looks like the news that those two lads told us is 

true! There’s really a top expert from the demon tribe who’s trying to advance! I heard that promoting 

into Sky Devil end-phase requires a huge amount of blood pills. No wonder the demon tribe keeps 

attacking us so frequently!” 

“Damn it! The demon tribe has been eyeing our campsite since long ago! Divine Lieutenant, if this 

carries on, we will not be able to ward off their attacks sooner or later! Please give orders to dispatch 

our men to the other stronghold and ask for reinforcements!” Another commander suggested. 

Li Yukun had a grave look on his face. “Did you think that I didn’t send anyone to ask for 

reinforcements? I’ve already sent someone over a week ago, to the surrounding three campsites to ask 

for reinforcements. But there is no response from them at all!” 

Hearing that, the other Commanders revealed a shocked look. Immediately following that, their 

expressions also turned grave. 

The twelve strongholds in the frontline were a hundred over miles away from each other. To a Dream 

Profound Realm practitioner, they would only need one day to reach the other stronghold. Even if they 

needed to avoid the demon tribe and had to do on a detour, that would take at most three to five days. 

However, more than a week had passed and there were no reinforcements at all. 

The greatest possibility was that… the reinforcements team were likely wiped out! 

“Looks like the Sky Devil who is leading the demon tribe this time is a formidable character…” 

“There’s no time to talk about these now!” Li Yukun sighed, “Let’s get all the team leaders to assemble 

their teams in preparation to fight against the demon tribe!” 

When Li Yukun’s order was dispatched to Team 3, Huang Yueli was still refining armaments in her tent. 



But she knew that military orders were pressing so the minute she received the news, she stopped all 

the work on hand and immediately rushed to the gathering point. 

Team 3’s team members had mostly arrived. 

Huang Yueli gathered them and did a roll call, only to discover that there were only 40 people present. 

10 people had gone missing. 

She waited for a moment but still didn’t see the remaining 10 people. 

Huang Yueli frowned and was about to ask when three men suddenly came running over from a 

distance away. 

“We’re…. we’re sorry! Team Leader Li, we… we’re late!” 

Huang Yueli gazed coldly at them. “The military asked to gather urgently, and you guys dare to arrive 

late! On account that this is your first offense, I will let it go. Next time, I won’t let you off so easily! 

Where are the remaining seven people?” 

“The… the remaining people…” 

The three of them looked shifty-eyed and kept hemming and hawing. 

“Speak! Those who don’t report what you know are considered as accomplices as well!” Huang Yueli 

barked sharply as she frowned. 
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The three soldiers were shocked by her aura and instantly shivered in fear. 

They didn’t dare to hide the truth and could only explain, “Re.. report to Team Leader, the remaining 

few people, they… they have already left with Brother Zheng…” 

“Brother Zheng? You mean Zheng Yichuan?” Huang Yueli’s brows rose. 

She was just finding it strange. Zheng Yichuan was one of the strongest people among them so logically, 

he should have come the fastest. But in the end, there was no sight of him at all. 

She thought to herself, “This fellow actually led the others away?” 

“Y… Yes! Brother Zheng says that it would be too slow to follow the team and obtain military merits. 

So…” 

Huang Yueli sneered, “Since he is so capable, then let him be! As for you three, return to the team!” 

The three of them heaved a sigh of relief. 

True be said, the things that Zheng Yichuan said were much more terrible than what they conveyed. 

His original words were these. “That brat Li hasn’t even gone on the battlefield. Does he even know 

what the devils look like? Isn’t listening to his command equivalent to digging our own graves? Follow 

me and I’ll lead you to kill the devils, earn our military merits, and I will also guarantee that the merits 



that you gain are much more than everyone else on the team! By then, I’ll ask Commander Hu to judge 

who has the qualifications to be the Team Leader!” 

The three of them struggled for a long time before choosing to return to the team. 

To be honest, they believed in Zheng Yichuan’s ability more. But they were afraid of being punished for 

disobeying the military order, so they didn’t dare to take the risk. 

Huang Yueli knew what they were thinking about, and she didn’t expose them. 

She coughed slightly and said, “There’s still some time before we set off. Everyone line up accordingly 

and come claim one piece of Spirit Armament from me!” 

Huang Yueli distributed the newly refined Spirit Armaments to the soldiers. 

They originally didn’t think much of it and assumed that the Spirit Armament was something that Huang 

Yueli had received from the Supplies Station. 

But one of the soldiers unintentionally lifted the Spirit Armament, thinking of trying to get accustomed 

to it. 

After one try, he instantly cried out in shock, “This… This is a Spirit Armament!!” 

“What? What?” 

The others were shocked by his scream and looked at him! 

“This Spirit Armament… why did the degree of attack increase by so much! Team Leader Li, did… did you 

distribute the wrong weapons?” 

Just based on the power of the weapons, the cutlass in his hand had already reached the standard of a 

mid grade Spirit Armament! 

This wasn’t something that ordinary practitioners like them could use! 

In the campsite, only practitioners who were Commanders and above were awarded such weapons! 

So this soldier’s first reaction was that Huang Yueli had distributed it wrongly. 

Whoever knew that Huang Yueli didn’t even bat an eyelid upon hearing that. She merely replied calmly, 

“This is for you, and there’s no mistake about it. It’s not only you. Everyone received the same grade 

Spirit Armament!” 

“What? Is that true?” 

The soldiers lifted the Spirit Armaments in their hands and waved it in mid-air, attempting to imbue 

their Profound Qi into it. 

Immediately following that, they started to scream out in surprise. 

“It’s true! The attack power of my Spirit Armament had also increased by 40%!” 

“Mine too!” 



“Heavens, this is the first time I’m holding such a high grade Spirit Armament!” 

“This kind of Spirit Armament would cost at least a few hundred thousand crystal jades in the shops, 

right?” 

Thinking of this, the soldiers looked at Huang Yueli in shock! 

Any of these Spirit Armaments could be sold for a lot of money. 
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It was something that ordinary soldiers like them could not afford even if they spent their entire lives 

saving money. 

But Huang Yueli casually distributed it to them for use! 

Evidently, this Spirit Armament couldn’t possibly be claimed from the campsite’s Supplies Station, but 

was something that Huang Yueli had been saving up! 

Their Team Leader… was actually this rich! 

Hearing their gasps, Huang Yueli’s expression remained indifferent. 

“It’s just a few pieces of ordinary Spirit Armaments. There’s no need to be so shocked over it. As long as 

you listen to my orders, when we earn a huge amount of military merits, there will be plenty of 

advantages! Alright, listen to my command!” 

Huang Yueli gave her order and the soldiers instantly went silent. All of them were quietly listening to 

her, and not becoming disorderly. 

Although the soldiers originally weren’t convinced with Huang Yueli, they weren’t a bunch of fools as 

well. 

Anyone who could bring out so many Spirit Armaments was definitely not an ordinary person. 

Perhaps their Team Leader had a strong background and was something that they could not afford to 

offend! 

Everyone listened and abided to the few orders that Huang Yueli conveyed, and she nodded her head 

satisfactorily. 

She had merely refined standardized Spirit Armaments. Moreover, to increase its efficiency, she had 

done some simplifications to all the Spirit Armaments. The quality of these, as compared with those that 

she had refined in the Sky Gem Glass Chamber, was much inferior. 

Just using these weapons could make the soldiers listen to her, so Huang Yueli felt that this deal was 

very reasonable. 

But she also knew that just based on a few Spirit Armaments, it was not enough to convince these 

subordinates. The most important thing was to speak with her ability. 

Huang Yueli completed the arrangements and left the campsite with her team members. 



… 

On the other hand, Zheng Yichuan led six of his teammates out. They were currently hiding behind the 

tree shade, secretly spying on Huang Yueli and the others. 

A soldier beside him walked over and whispered, “Brother Zheng, are we really going to leave the team 

and take action alone? If… If Team Leader Li were to pursue this issue, how are we going explain our 

actions?” 

“As long as we establish military merit, are you afraid that he will blame us? Perhaps that brat Li fellow 

might not return from the battlefield today! Haven’t we already heard about this? That lad had never 

been on the battlefield, and this time, he accidentally landed in the demon tribe’s control area! If we are 

to follow this kind of fellow, will we be able to survive? Don’t you wish to earn military merits?” Zheng 

Yichuan said angrily. 

The other soldiers also spoke up in agreement, “Isn’t that so? My relative is working in the Supplies 

Station and he told me that Team Leader Li didn’t collect a single Spirit Armament when he went to 

collect the resources yesterday. He changed everything into medicinal pills! Is he trying to kill all of us or 

what? Without backup Spirit Armaments, how are we going to fight against the demon tribe?” 

“That’s right! He’s simply taking our lives as a joke! Does he think that this is an arena tournament? If we 

don’t have any backup Spirit Armaments after it is damaged, we will only be waiting to be slain by the 

demon tribe on the battlefield!” 

Zheng Yichuan said, “Luckily I’ve already made preparations after I heard of the news. I found ways to 

get some backup Spirit Armaments! At least it’s enough for the few of us! The others want to follow Li 

Yuehuang then let them be! I want to see how are they going to fight against the devils without any 

backup Spirit Armaments!” 

Hearing that, some soldiers, who were a little hesitant initially, made up their minds. 

“From the looks of this, it is much safer to follow Zheng Yichuan instead!” 
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Huang Yueli led the 43 people in her team and set off towards the campsite in the southeast direction. 

The mission that her Team 3 received, was to guard one of the granaries there. 

Although the granary was on the rear side of the campsite, Huang Yueli’s team did not need to face the 

demon tribe’s major forces. However, she knew clearly that this was a very important mission. 

The demon tribe would most likely send out a team to sneak an attack on the granary. 

As long as they cut off their food supplies, no matter how high Li Yukun’s commanding skills were, he 

also wouldn’t be able to turn around a hopeless situation. 

The minute Huang Yueli reached the place, she arranged for all the soldiers to hide in various positions 

around the granary. 



As for herself, she didn’t hide. Instead, she walked around to inspect the surrounding defense arrays 

around the granary. 

“This is indeed the defense arrays which are set up by the allied armies’ Array Masters. They are so 

meticulous…” 

Huang Yueli took a brief look and realized that the defense array in God Realm was slightly different 

from Soaring Heavens Continent. Through the Heaven and Earth Profound Qi, it was used much more 

efficiently which gave a sharp increase of the array’s might. 

But she was still dissatisfied. She thought for a moment and took out some materials from her 

interspatial ring. Then she proceeded to make some modifications to the arrays. 

Just as she had completed the modifications and was just standing up, she heard a shuffle of hurried 

footsteps. 

“Team Leader Li, the demon.. demon tribe has appeared!” A soldier hurriedly called out to remind her. 

Huang Yueli nodded and hid behind a haystack. “Everyone, wait for my order…” 

Everyone held their breaths and held tightly to their new weapons as they waited anxiously for the 

devils to come closer to them. 

The small team of devils in the forest finally appeared. A majority of the soldiers all sucked in a breath of 

cold air when they saw them! 

Because there was a huge number of devils who came to sneak an attack on the granary! From what 

they could see, there were at least 100 of them! The number of the enemy was more than double of 

theirs! 

This was simply out of their expectations because before this, the demon tribe had never sent anyone to 

attack their granary. This time, Li Yukun decided to send Huang Yueli to lead Team 3 over for 

precaution’s sake. 

No one expected the demon tribe to bring so many people with them this time! 

Contrary to the soldiers’ anxiety, Huang Yueli was extremely calm. 

She said sharply in a low voice, “Stay calm! Shut your mouths right now!” 

The soldiers hurriedly lowered their heads, not daring to make a single sound. But they were felt 

extremely frightened. 

“There are so many devils and we’re here with a Team Leader who hasn’t gone on the battlefield… No 

matter how much we think, I think we’re goners for sure!” 

The devils were even nearer to the granary by now. 

“Haha, Lord Ruize is right. There’s indeed no one guarding this granary! Let’s hurry up and move these 

food supplies back!” 

“There’s quite a lot of food supplies here. Are we able to move it all back?” 



“If we can’t finish moving it, then let’s set it on fire!” 

“Alright, let’s do that!” 

The few devil soldiers were discussing this softly and were fighting to rush over! 

But when they were a few steps away from the haystack, a “boom” sound suddenly rang and explosive 

energy rose from under their feet! 

Those devil soldiers who ran in front were caught off guard, and they were sent flying from the 

explosion! 

Not only so, but more than twenty devils were also directly injured as they fell to the ground. 

In an instance, the demon tribe’s formation was disrupted. 

Those human soldiers who hid behind the haystack were totally stunned. 
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The arrays set up around the granary were mainly on defense. There wasn’t any attack function at all. 

No one expected that when those devils triggered the arrays, it exploded and caused so many of them 

to be injured or killed! 

“What’s going on?” 

When the human soldiers recalled the earlier scenario, they turned to look at Huang Yueli in fascination! 

“Surely not? Could it be that… Team Leader Li had done something?? But how did he manage to set up 

the array? That profound skill requires a high level of mental power and innate talent!” 

While everyone was in a daze, Huang Yueli pulled out a dagger from her waist. 

“Don’t stay in a daze! Charge and kill the enemy! If you miss this chance and can’t earn any military 

merits, don’t blame me for it!” 

“Ah… Yes!” 

The soldiers suddenly woke up from their stupor and all of them drew out their weapons and charged at 

the devils! 

The demon tribe had the advantage in terms of numbers, but during the sudden attack earlier, dozens 

of devil soldiers exploded right on the spot and more than twenty of them were injured. Those 

remaining devil soldiers who were not injured were shocked by this sudden turn of events and had not 

come back to their senses. 

Some of the timid ones had already turned around to flee! 

Morale was the most important thing when two armies went into a battle. 

The human soldiers saw the demon tribe taking such a big disadvantage and their fighting spirit instantly 

ignited. All of them shouted and chased after the devils! 



“Stand there! Don’t run!” 

“How dare you sneak an attack on our granary! Pay with your lives!” 

With a “whoosh”, the human soldiers who ran the fastest brandished their broadsword and slashed at 

the devils! 

The devils were not to be outdone and immediately counter-attacked. 

Both parties’ weapons clashed and a loud “crack” was heard. 

Several cracks appeared on the devil soldiers’ cutlass after just one clash! 

Moreover, those cracks were continuing to spread towards the sides. It only took a few breaths when it 

shattered into several parts in front of everyone’s shocked gazes! 

This scene was just too abrupt. No matter if it was the devils or humans, none of them could respond in 

time at all! 

All of them looked dully at the broken devil soldier’s cutlass… 

It wasn’t uncommon for the enemy’s swords to be damaged by the other party. But this was just one 

clash, and it shattered like this… 

“Why are you still in a daze? The devils are about to run away! Get every single one of them and don’t 

let any of them escape! We must annihilate all of them!” Huang Yueli’s cold and clear voice sounded 

behind them. 

The human soldiers came to their senses and hurriedly gave chase! 

The two parties’ soldiers fought fiercely at close quarters. 

Team 3’s human soldiers quickly discovered that the damage on the devil soldier’s weapons was not just 

a coincidence. The reason was because of the extremely solid Spirit Armament in their hands! 

On the surface, the batch of weapons that Huang Yueli had given them might seem like ordinary 

standardized weapons. 

But after using it, they realized that these weapons’ attack power was much higher by 20% if they were 

to compare it with other lower grade Spirit Armaments. Moreover, it was extremely hard. When the 

same grade Spirit Armaments clashed, it would only take two or three strikes to make the other weapon 

fall apart completely! 

With such a powerful Spirit Armament supporting them, each human soldier’s battle power had a 

significant increase. 

The devil soldiers couldn’t hold them back and suffered defeat after defeat. One by one, they fell to the 

ground. 

Chapter 3060: Triumph in the First Battle (3) 

This time, the human soldiers excitedly chased after the devils. 



“Wonderful, it’s simply wonderful! This is the first time I’m chasing after the demon tribe on the 

battlefield! These devil soldiers aren’t our match at all!” 

“That’s right. The Spirit Armaments that Team Leader Li gave us is simply amazing! Did you see how 

shocked those devils were?” 

“Hahaha, I’ve already gotten three pieces of devil stones! I can exchange them for more than 100 

military merits!” 

“What? You’ve already got three? I only have two! No way, that devil is mine. You’re not allowed to 

snatch him from me!!” 

The human soldiers were ferocious and aggressive, as they chased and encircled the devil soldiers, 

leaving them no place to run. 

In the eyes of the human soldiers, those devil soldiers weren’t the enemy on the battlefield. They were 

moving military merits! 

Team 3’s soldiers were unstoppable and had already driven those devils back into the forest. 

But just at this moment, a series of miserable cries were heard coming from the forest. A few human 

soldiers covered in blood fell from the back of a big tree. 

The soldiers had a shock and subconsciously stopped. 

“Wh… What’s going on?” 

“Don’t these soldiers have no way to fight back anymore? How did you guys get injured?” 

The injured soldiers trembled as they pointed to the back of a big tree. Stammering, they said, “There’s… 

there’s an… Earth…” 

Before they could finish their sentence, a tall figure jumped out from the depths of the forest. It’s a 

powerful Earth Devil! 

When he appeared, he showed a sinister and vicious smile. 

“Ho ho, humans are indeed devious creatures! You actually set up an ambush at the granary! But just 

based on you, lowly things, I can crush all of you with one hand! Just wait to be turned into blood pills! 

Ha ha ha ha!!” 

The Earth Devil sneered maliciously as he walked nearer to them. 

The human soldiers showed terrified expressions and all of them started to retreat! 

“Earth Devil… this devil team actually has an Earth Devil!” 

“Oh no, oh no! Brother Zheng isn’t here. None of us is this Earth Devil’s match!” 

“Could it be that we are destined to die here… the granary… we can’t protect it?” 

The human soldiers were stunned and some of them even turned around and planned to escape. 



The devil soldiers’ morale increased dramatically! They started to turn things around and chased right 

after the humans. 

All of the human soldiers were devastated because they felt that they were going to die here today! 

In the past, their previous Team Leader’s ability wasn’t too bad, and he could kill a few Earth Devils. But 

now, after he died in battle, Team 3’s only Dream Profound Realm practitioner was Zheng Yichuan! 

Now that Zheng Yichuan wasn’t in the team, the other practitioners’ abilities were all under the tenth 

stage realm. 

Moreover, even if it was Zheng Yichuan, he couldn’t kill an Earth Devil as well! 

The only thing they could do to survive now was to escape back to the granary and use the defense 

arrays to ward off the devils for some time. When the other teams passed by, they would be saved! 

Everyone had the same thinking in mind and fought to run back towards the granary. 

At this moment, Huang Yueli sat on the haystack as she was twirling a rice straw while feeling bored. 

Earlier, the allied armies were on the advantage. But she had no intention to charge and kill those devils. 

These were just ordinary devil soldiers. Moreover, a large majority of them were low leveled devil 

soldiers. They weren’t worth many military merits at all. 

 


